spring Fly Fishing
in the Rocky Mountains

O

n April 23rd, Greg had the opportunity to enjoy a day of fly fishing at North
Fork Ranch with colleagues, clients and friends of Wambolt & Associates.
It was a successful day of fishing (as shown in the pictures), and we will be putting
more trips like this on the calendar this summer. Let us know if you would like to
join us!

Fly of the Month • May 2018
As a member of the Wambolt and Associates Fly of the Month Club, the
importance of investing for the future is assuredly already a well established value
in your life. You work hard, you diversify your assets, and you balance the potential
risks and rewards with an eye to the future. Regardless of our previous vocations,
we share common goals
in retirement; a secure
future and time to enjoy
the bounty brought
about by forethought
and investment. It
is with a similar eye
toward the future that
the fly fisher will ensure
vibrant and healthy
fisheries to be enjoyed
for years to come.
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FLY OF THE MONTH • BEADHEAD FRENCHIE • SIZE: 16

B

oth the varsity quarterback
and the 2018 Prom King, the
Frenchie is the over-achieving, flashy
big brother of the pheasant tail
nymph. While tipped with the standard pheasant tail fiber abdomen and
tail, the Frenchie has a fluorescent
orange or pink thorax that make it a
trout magnet. This undisputed killer
pattern can be fished year-round and
is a favorite in competitive fly fishing circles. The Frenchie nymph really turns up
the heat when fished during the spawns in the Spring and Fall as trout mistake the
hot-collar as an egg.
Dry/Wet: Wet | Fly Category: Attractor Pattern | Family: Mayflies, Stoneflies
Species: N/A | Life Stage: Nymph

How to Ethically Fish the Trout Spawn
Peter Stitcher - Ascent Fly Fishing
Each spring as the snows begin to subside and the water temperatures creep up
to 44°- 48°F, the Rainbow and Cutthroat trout prepare to spawn. Caution goes out
the window as hormones drive these fish to gather in pools throughout the river
before heading up into the shallows to spawn. For the fly fisher who has eagerly
been awaiting warmer weather and the chance to fish flies larger than a size 24
midge, this season provides some amazing opportunities but also requires restraint.
The uneducated or short-sighted angler can do significant harm to the river and
the future of the fishery if they are not careful. While there is hot fishing action to
be had during and after the spawn, we need to be able to know which trout are fair
game, which are off limits, how to identify a spawning redd, and approach the spring
spawning season by actively investing in our fly
fishing futures.

Mind the Redd

A Redd is the spawning bed in which trout
lay their eggs, and from which our hopes of a
healthy, vibrant fishery are born. After staging in
the deep, protected pools of the river, the trout

that are ready to spawn move up into the shallow, fast-flowing riffles in roughly
4-18 inches of water. In these gravel-strewn, well-oxygenated reaches, the trout will
actively fan the gravel with their tails to clear it of algae and silt, creating a
distinctive bright patch on the bottom of the river. Like a flashing caution light,
these bright patches are your sign to stand clear and are off limits to wading. A
single mindless boot tramped through the redd can crush hundreds of trout still in
the egg. When wading in the spring, watch out for these brightly marked redds and
head to deeper waters if you must wade or cross the river.

The Shallows are Off Limits

As tantalizing as the trout may appear as they dart and chase each other through
the shallow riffles, these fish are there to spawn and are off limits to the angler.
Mature trout feel most secure with at least 12” of water over their heads, and only
move into the more dangerous shallows to spawn. Pursuing these fish is like buying
into a ponzi scheme, with the immediate returns looking good, but the long term
effect bringing ruin for all. So, if you see fish in the shallows, please leave them to
spawn and focus your attention instead on the pools of the river.

The Pools are Fair Game

For every fish you see working the redds in the shallows of the river, there are
typically 5-10 times that many holding in the pools that separate the riffles. The fish
in the deep pools are either still preparing to spawn, have recently finished their
courtship, or will be comprised of brown and brook trout feeding on eggs as they
roll down the river. These fish are fair game,
and their pursuit will not harm
the fishery.
So, with that encouragement,
break out your fly rods and
head to the river to enjoy
some amazing action
on the fly this Spring.
If you mind your step
and fish with an eye
to the future, these
rivers will continue
to produce numerous healthy fish
that will welcome
both you and your
flies for years to
come!
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